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Abstract 
We present the first detailed nest and egg description of the Empress Brilliant (Heliodoxa imperatrix), and include brief 
notes on the nestlings and parental care. The nest is a small cup constructed of tree fern scales and spiderwebs, with a nest 
lining constructed of cottony seed fluff. Both nests we studied were located underneath the roof of a seldom-used cabin, 
and this nesting site has been used in each of the past three years. The main breeding season of the Empress Brilliant in 
western Colombia is February-July. Nestling period was 22-25 days. 
 
Keywords: Chocó, eggs, hummingbird, natural history, nest components, nest placement.  
 
Resumen 
Presentamos la primera descripción detallada del nido y los huevos del Diamante Emperador (Heliodoxa imperatrix), e 
incluimos notas breves sobre los pichones y el cuidado parental. El nido es una pequeña copa construida con partes de 
helecho arbóreo y telarañas, con un recubrimiento interno construido con el revestimiento algodonoso de semillas de 
Balso. Ambos nidos estudiados estaban ubicados debajo del techo de una cabaña poco usada; este sitio ha sido usado para 
la construcción de nidos en los últimos tres años. La época de reproducción de Heliodoxa imperatrix en el occidente de 
Colombia dura desde Febrero hasta Julio. La estadía de los pichones en el nido fue de 22-25 días.  
 
Palabras clave: Chocó, colibrí, componentes del nido, historia natural, huevos, ubicación del nido.  
 

he Empress Brilliant (Heliodoxa imperatrix) is a 
Choco endemic restricted to subtropical forests on 

the Pacific versant of the Andes in western Colombia 
and northwestern Ecuador (Hilty & Brown 1986). It is 
considered uncommon to scarce in Ecuador, and 
uncommon to locally common in Colombia (Ridgeley & 
Greenfield 2001, Hilty & Brown 1986). The natural 
history and breeding biology of the Empress Brilliants 
and other Heliodoxa brilliants is poorly known. The nest 
of the Green-crowned Brilliant (Heliodoxa jacula) is a 
bulky cup (Sanchez et al. 2000), the Violet-browed 
Brilliant (Heliodoxa xanthogonys) builds a similar 
“saddle-shaped” nest (Schuchmann 1999) and Hilty & 
Brown (1986) recorded an Empress Brilliant nest 
constructed of balsa floss and cobwebs, located on top of 
a palm frond 10 m above the ground at the forest edge. 
Hilty & Brown (1986) also report female Empress 

Brilliants building nests in late February and mid-March 
in western Colombia. However, we are aware of no 
further published accounts of the breeding biology of the 
Empress Brilliant or other Heliodoxa brilliants; we 
present the first detailed nest and egg description of the 
Empress Brilliant, and include brief notes on parental 
care.  
 

Observations took place at Cerro Ingles, a reserve 
owned and managed by the Colombian NGO 
Serraniagua. Principal observations occurred in March 
2009. The reserve is located in west-central Colombia, in 
the Departments of Valle del Cauca (the location of this 
study) and Choco and protects very wet subtropical 
forest between 1900-2500 m.a.s.l. 
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Nest description - We found two Empress Brilliant nests 
at 09:45 h on 28 March 2009. Both nests were affixed to 
bare pieces of rebar located underneath the roof of a 
little-used cabin (04o44’495” N, 076o17’767” W, 2127 
m.a.s.l.). The landscape surrounding the cabin is a 
mosaic of wet subtropical forest and shrubby 
regenerating pastures. One of the nests was active and 
contained two chicks, the other was abandoned and 
contained one hollow egg, and the two nests were 
located six meters apart. Empress Brilliants frequently 
nest under the roof of this cabin; we have found active 
Empress Brilliant nests on the same rebar pieces during 
the months of March and April in 2007 and 2008 as well 
(two nests under the roof were simultaneously active in 
April 2008). We took down the abandoned nest and 
examined it in detail. The nest was a simple cup 5.8 cm 
tall and 6.1 cm wide (exterior). The interior of the cup 
measured 3.1 cm wide and 2.1 cm deep (Fig. 1). The 
active nest could not be fully measured due to its 
proximity to the roof; this nest measured 5.5 cm tall, 

with the cup 5.3 cm wide (exterior) and 2.8 cm (interior) 
(Fig. 1).  
 

The abandoned nest was constructed of reddish-
brown tree-fern scales heavily wrapped in spiderwebs. 
The nest lining was clearly differentiated, and consisted 
of orange-colored seed fluff, most likely from a 
Heliocarpus sp. (Tiliaceae) tree. Upon removal from the 
nest ball, the nest lining measured 3 cm tall. The active 
nest appeared to be constructed of similar materials, 
although we did not examine it in detail. However, this 
active nest contained bits of fresh green moss woven 
with spiderwebs around the outside of the cup (Fig. 1). 
Additionally, we present two further observations of 
Empress Brilliant nesting behavior at Cerro Ingles. First, 
on 19 April 2009, we observed an adult female Empress 
Brilliant near the cabin collecting cottony seed fluff from 
an Ochroma sp. (Bombacaeae) tree. Second, on 25 June 
2009, we found an adult female Empress Brilliant 
incubating two eggs on a newly constructed nest on one 
of the rebar pieces at the same cabin.  

 

 
 
Figure 1. Two nests of the Empress Brilliant (Heliodoxa imperatrix). Both were located on pieces of rebar beneath the roof of a 

seldom-used cabin; the active nest is shown in A, and the abandoned nest in B. Note the sparse green moss woven onto the 

nest cup in A (Photos: a - BGF and b - JAA). 
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Figure 2. The egg of the Empress Brilliant (Heliodoxa imperatrix). The abandoned nest contained one hollow egg, shown in 

detail (Photos: JAA). 

 

Egg and nestling description - The abandoned nest 
contained one hollow egg. This egg, oblong and white in 
color, measured 17.0 mm by 10.7 mm (Fig. 2). The 
active nest contained two nestlings. These were 
examined briefly on 28 March 2009; at this time, the 
nestlings had eye slits with unopened eyes, a yellow bill 
with a gray tip, and gray skin with tufts of tawny down 
growing on their dorsal regions. Feather tracts were not 
visible underneath the skin. We judged the nestlings to 
be 2-3 days old at this point (Fig. 3). The nestlings left 
the nest between 17-19 April. Therefore, we estimate the 
nestling period of the Empress Brilliant at this site to be 
22-25 days.  
 

Parental care - The active nest was observed from 10:00 
to 11:30 h on 28 March 2009. The adult female 
provisioned the chicks twice during this time, sitting 
upright on the nest rim for 15-20 s while feeding before 
settling onto the nest and brooding. Unfortunately, it was 
impossible to observe what food items the female 
provisioned. On a separate occasion the female arrived to 
the nest without food and immediately brooded; there 
were a total of three brooding sessions that lasted 
approximately ten minutes each (Fig. 4).  

 

 
 
Figure 3. Nestlings of the Empress Brilliant (Heliodoxa imperatrix) from the same active nest: A) on 28 March 2009 (~2-3 days 

old) and B) on 16 April 2009 (~22 days old) (Photos: JAA). 
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Figure 4. The adult female Empress Brilliant (Heliodoxa imperatrix) feeding (left) and brooding (right) (Photos: BGF). 

 
Discussion 
 
This is the most complete nest description for the 
Empress Brilliant yet published (see Hilty & Brown 
1986 for an earlier simple nest description), and our 
observations of Empress Brilliant breeding biology are 
broadly similar to published accounts of the breeding 
biology of Heliodoxa brilliants and hummingbirds in 
general. Like most hummingbirds, Empress Brilliants 
build an open cup nest, similar to the nests of the 
congeneric Green-crowned Brilliant (Sanchez et al. 
2000) and Fawn-breasted Brilliant (Heliodoxa 
rubinoides) (H. Greeney pers. com.). The Empress 
Brilliant nest we inspected was principally constructed of 
seed fluff and tree fern scales, both commonly used 
materials in nest construction by hummingbirds 
including the Green-crowned Brilliant (Schuchmann 
1999, Sanchez et al. 2000) and a variety of other Andean 
birds (BGF unpub.). Finally, the nestling period we 
document of 22-25 days is also similar to the typical 
hummingbird nestling period of 23-26 days 
(Schuchmann 1999). 
 

We found active Empress Brilliant nests under the 
roof of a little-used cabin. It is unclear if this is a 
common nesting location for the Empress Brilliant, but 
hummingbirds occasionally use man-made structures for 
nesting (Table 1). Species documented nesting on man-
made structures (Table 1) all construct “natural” nests in 
crevices on vertical cliff-faces, on overhanging 
roadbanks or generally nest in locations that are 
completely covered from above (Schuchmann 1999). 
Nesting in complete protection from above could be a 
facultative behavior to incubate and raise nestlings in a 

rain-free and thermally sheltered microclimate. 
However, the previously reported Empress Brilliant nest 
was in a relatively open location (Hilty & Brown 1986), 
similar to other Heliodoxa brilliants (Sanchez et al. 2000, 
H. Greeney pers. com.), suggesting that Heliodoxa 
brilliants often nest in relatively unprotected locations. 
The repeated use of the same nest location (four 
consecutive years) in this study suggests a strong 
preference for this particular nest site; unfortunately we 
cannot determine if this nest site has been repeatedly 
used by the same individual(s). Equally, it remains 
unclear if using protected man-made structures for 
nesting increases nesting success in Empress Brilliants or 
in other hummingbirds that occasionally nest in 
protected man-made structures. .  
 

The nesting records we present, in conjunction with 
the records of Hilty & Brown (1986), suggest that the 
principal breeding season of the Empress Brilliant in 
western Colombia is February-July. This corresponds 
roughly with the end of the dry season in this region 
(Hilty & Brown 1986), although these months still 
receive substantial precipitation (JAA unpub). Yet, more 
studies are necessary to accurately describe the breeding 
seasonality and other aspects of the breeding biology of 
the Empress Brilliant. Large gaps remain in our 
understanding of the natural history of Heliodoxa 
brilliants and other hummingbirds, and we strongly 
encourage researchers to continue publishing notes on 
hummingbird nesting biology, especially with regard to 
breeding seasonality, nesting materials and nest site 
selection. 
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Table 1. Published observations of hummingbirds nesting on man-made structures.  

 
Species Structure Reference 
Phaethornis pretrei under bridges and inside empty buildings Schuchmann 1999 
Doryfera ludovicae under bridges, roofs and inside abandoned 

houses 
Schuchmann 1999, BGF unpub. 

Lampornis clemenciae under eaves Schuchmann 1999 
Heliodoxa imperatrix under a roof this study 
Oreotrichilus chimborazo under bridges Solano-Ugalde 2008 
Oreotrichilus melanogaster under a roof Fjeldsa & Krabbe 1990 
Oretrichilus stolzmanni roofs and inside open buildings Schuchmann 1999 

 
 
 
 
 


